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woven as actions by all adults.
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Rights shape our choices for children. 

Participation is a child’s right as is 

provision and protection. 

But participation is not given as much 

importance so space honours the 

child’s right to participate.
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A song for you

Today I thought of you
Into the night and
still at dawn,
I think of you

Silence

Not a single word.
I can hear only
the rooster crowing
in the far distance.



Poetry and music -
They don’t always meet

Is this a chorus?
Is this a chorus?
What is a chorus?
What does a chorus do?



Then someone comes along,
knocks and finds
no door.
The rapping of the rain
keeps falling on imaginary roofs

Still, it is better than silence.

There is a rustle
It can’t be sung
This song can’t be sung.
My lyrics -
they have no meter

This just isn’t music.



I would love for my poem to be music.

Where is the door?
Where is the door?

I seek the bridge no more.

Is this the bridge?
What is a bridge?

I wrote this song for you
But it can’t be sung
So I am in a little bit of trouble -
We have the distances



of two suns

Will you bend your rules
So that this song
can burst forth



the sound of a million spaces
between our two souls






